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1. Introduction 
 
The annual bonfire season represents a period of increased activity for police and 
fire and rescue services (FRS) across the UK.  As such, interventions and strategies 
for limiting deliberate fire activity and Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) are put in place 
during this time. 
 
ASB includes the setting of deliberate fires, in addition to nuisance and celebratory 
bonfires.  This places pressure on the resources of Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service 
(the Service) due to an increase in call levels to incidents classed as small 
deliberate fires (SDF). 
 
The Service and its partners recognise the damage done to communities by ASB 
during the bonfire season.  Significant amounts of time, effort, resources and money 
are expended in an attempt to ensure the safety and well-being of communities, 
whilst allowing and encouraging people to celebrate the season safely.   
 
 
2. Recording of Incidents 
 
The measurement period for statistical purposes varies each year to reflect the day 
on which Bonfire Night falls.  The bonfire reporting period 2014 captured data from 
0800hrs Friday 17th October to 0800hrs Friday 7th November (the Bonfire Period). 
 
As there is no specific bonfire reporting category on the Incident Recording System 
(IRS), this report relates to all secondary (small) deliberate fires.  A number of 
FRSs are lobbying to introduce the category; others would prefer bonfires to be 
recorded simply as ‘loose refuse’.  Furthermore, the difference between a bonfire 
and a pile of rubbish set on fire is a very subjective one for crews attending, so the 
inclusion of all SDFs in this report will continue.  
 
Guidance was detailed in the Green Bulletin, as in previous years, to outline 
reporting parameters during the period.     
 
Bonfires, allowed to burn as safe celebratory fires, were to be recorded as ‘Good 
Intent false alarm’, instead of fires that required action or controlled burning.  This is 
consistent with recording procedures in other FRSs.  
 
Following the issue of this guidance, there were 40 incidents recorded as Good 
Intent false alarm >> Fire >> Bonfire.     
 
 
3. Pre Planning and Partnership Activity 
 
Unitary Performance and Station Managers engaged with local partners to plan a 
variety of interventions and strategies based on local needs and historical data.   The 
objectives of these interventions and strategies were as follows: 
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In previous years, a specific Bonfire Period strategy has been produced for unitary 
areas, however a review of available intelligence suggested a more targeted 
approach would be beneficial, with specific areas being addressed by local groups. 
As such, strategies were produced for Ellesmere Port, Winsford, Warrington, and 
Halton.  Each of these four local ‘Bonfire Groups’ is attended by the local Station 
Manager and/or the Arson Reduction Manager.  Bonfire activity levels in Cheshire 
East do not warrant the formation of a specific strategy.  SDF activities are however 
addressed at regular local meetings, and appropriate interventions are planned. 
 
 
4. Bonfire Removal Schemes and Waste Management 
 
Cheshire East - the bonfire collection service in Cheshire East is offered by the Local 
Authority (LA) as part of the normal Streetscene service.   Much of this service is 
delivered by the Community Payback offenders working for the Probation Service.   
Additional fly-tipping and bonfire removals are provided by Registered Social 
Landlords (RSLs) - Plus Dane in the Congleton area, and Wulvern Housing in 
Crewe.  These services apply only to issues on land belonging to them. 
 
Cheshire West and Chester (CW&C) - the Bonfire Removal Service has been 
provided by Streetscene staff for a number of years, with support from Weaver Vale 
Housing Trust and Plus Dane who also operate an additional collection and 
clearance service on their own land in Winsford and Ellesmere Port.  
 
A very proactive stance was taken by CW&C Council staff regarding ‘fuel’ removal. 
Wheelie bins and recycling containers left out or abandoned were removed by 
regular patrols in known areas of high fire related ASB activity.  Enforcement letters 
were distributed to properties that did not comply with standing instructions regarding 
domestic waste management, for example where wheelie bins were kept 
permanently on the pavement.  Bonfire removals were once again provided by a 
separate team patrolling known areas of activity based on the Service’s data. This 
additional Bonfire Removal team is provided for approximately one week each year, 
at the LA’s cost.  
 
Halton - the Bonfire Removal Scheme in Halton is well established and provided by 
‘Smiths’, a local contractor.  The scheme is paid for by the RSLs on a pro rata basis 
according to the number of bonfires collected from the land that each owns. Reports 
of unauthorised bonfires are passed from Halton Borough Council (HBC) to the 
contractor who removes the material and disposes of it (recycling where possible).  
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Operational crews also communicate directly with the contractor to ensure that 
bonfire debris is removed after fires have been attended.  
 
Warrington - Bonfire removal services in Warrington have historically been provided 
by Warrington Borough Council (WBC), with support from Cheshire Probation 
Service and Community Payback Offenders.  This service operated between 
10:00hrs and 15:30hrs.  Reports of bonfires requiring removal were received by the 
Contact Warrington service.  In addition, operational crews were able to 
communicate directly with the Bonfire Removal Team via a dedicated mobile phone.  
Arson routes to be completed by operational crews were planned using local data.  
Any fly-tipping or unlit bonfires found were then reported to WBC for removal. 
 
Golden Gates Housing Trust has provided skips for the disposal of refuse by 
residents in previous years.  This year however, these skips were not made 
available.  
 
Cheshire Police and WBC Staff increased patrols for a 10 day period in targeted 
locations to ensure that wheelie bins were being used and stored appropriately. 
 
 
5. Educational Events and Activities 
 
A more targeted approach to education has been adopted by the Service since 
2011.  Using local intelligence, educational events were planned and delivered in 
specific locations based on fire related ASB and school catchment areas.  
Educational events were delivered by the Service’s Prevention team and operational 
staff in partnership with Cheshire Police at a number of schools, community centres 
and other locations.  A consistent message promoting organised displays was 
delivered by our own staff using a presentation developed by Prevention and 
Protection.   
 
Separate presentations were developed for delivery at Primary and Secondary 
schools.  Station Managers and operational staff organised and delivered the 
Primary school educational visit, in conjunction with Key Stage 2 visits at 30 
locations, scheduled for the weeks preceding Bonfire Night.   
 
Halton Primary schools have historically received additional education in all forms of 
fire safety via the ‘Phoenix Schools’ programme.  This gives each watch additional 
contact to allocated schools throughout the year. Runcorn has consistently shown 
above average reductions in fire related ASB activity over the last four years. 
 
Secondary school visits were coordinated by Prevention managers and delivered by 
advocates and Cheshire Police staff.  These were completed in Ellesmere Port, 
Chester, and Winsford, with a total audience of over 2,000 pupils.   This is very 
successful as engagement with secondary schools has sometimes been challenging 
in some areas due to pressures on the school curriculum and timetable.  Warrington 
Secondary schools have received targeted education delivered by operational crews 
and Prevention staff for the last two years.  This innovative education session has 
been designed by a member of the operational staff at Warrington, and the sessions 
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planned by him.  Unfortunately due to industrial action this year, the plan was not 
completed across all schools.   
 
 
6. Diversionary Events and Activities 
 
‘Diversionary Events and Activities’ refer to any activity intended to reduce 
opportunities for fire related ASB, and encourage residents to enjoy the celebrations 
in a safe manner.  These include organised safe bonfire and firework displays, youth 
work and other events.   
 
Diversionary events vary across the unitaries and the relevant local strategy groups. 
An overview of the reported activities in each area is provided below.  In addition to 
the events detailed below, there are dozens of organised displays held by local pubs, 
parish councils, PTAs etc.  Encouraging people to attend organised displays 
continues to be Service policy, and these events are publicised on the Service 
website when we are notified of them. 
 
Cheshire East - fire related ASB and deliberate fire activity in Cheshire East is at a 
very low level in comparison to other unitaries.  
 
Youth and Community Groups organise a number of events during the bonfire 
‘weekend’ and the preceding half-term school holiday and there were a number of 
organised bonfire and firework events.  Due to relatively low levels of fire related 
ASB, there is little need for partnership activity and the formation of a specific 
strategy.  
 
Youth centres in Crewe were particularly active during the half-term period and 
operational crews were allowed to attend to engage with the young people at five 
different locations to discuss firework safety and other appropriate messages, 
including road safety.    There was also a half term football tournament held in 
Crewe, supported by Youth workers and Cheshire Police.  This was well attended by 
the young people in the area. 
 
Cheshire West and Chester - for the fifth year running, the Service part funded and 
supported large organised displays in Chester and Ellesmere Port via the Unitary 
Performance Group (UPG) and the local ‘Lions’ groups.  The Chester event at the 
Roodee is now established and historically well attended.  The Ellesmere Port event 
originated in 2010 following involvement of Service staff and was attended by over 
4,000 local residents again in 2014.   
 
Northwich and Winsford have similar large local events organised by local charity 
groups, held at local sports stadia, and a further organised display in the Wharton 
area.  This has been supported by the Service for the last two years, and is very well 
attended by local residents.   
 
The Winsford Bonfire Strategy Group responded to the increase in SDF activity in 
2012 by increasing diversionary activities for 2013, and repeated this for 2014.  Local 
groups held ‘Pizza and Smoothie’ nights for young people. The Service also 
employed the ‘On the Streets’ team in Wharton during evenings immediately prior to 
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Bonfire Night.  Unfortunately, this team had to be withdrawn due to concerns for the 
safety of our staff due to hostility displayed by a small number of youths. 
 
Multi agency Impact Days in Winsford involved visiting more than 1200 homes in 
targeted locations and engaging with the occupants to discuss bonfires, ASB, and 
Firework Safety.   
 
Cheshire Police engaged with known previous fire related ASB offenders during half-
term to demonstrate to them that their behaviour was not acceptable, and was being 
monitored.  
 
2014 again data reflects the impact of that focus, showing a significant decrease in 
fire Related ASB in Winsford during the Bonfire Period.   
 
Halton - HBC organises and funds one large firework display, which is always very 
well attended.  This takes place on the bank of the Mersey Ship Canal to ensure a 
good view from several locations.  The council do not encourage other smaller 
bonfire events to be organised by local groups at this time. 
 
Local youth groups placed outreach workers across targeted locations during the 
Halloween period and on Bonfire Night. The brief for these youth workers was to 
coordinate distraction activities.  Two community centres were made available as 
‘drop in’ centres for residents, attended by police officers, youth workers and Service 
staff.  Halton has a known problem on 30th October (Mischief Night) when ASB 
activity of all types increases. 
 
Warrington - the Warrington Bonfire Strategy group has not previously engaged in 
diversionary events, preferring to concentrate on the management of bonfire ‘fuel’ by 
removing waste from targeted areas.   Last year however, local young people were 
involved in the clean up of an area of Radley Common in exchange for cinema 
tickets valid only at peak bonfire times.  The Service again planned to engage with 
young people in a similar way, and at targeted locations based on police and FRS 
intelligence.  Unfortunately, this planned activity was affected by industrial action and 
was curtailed.  Youth groups in the relevant areas were able to continue with their 
own planned engagement events, for example an art completion, but without the 
support of Service staff. 
 
 
7. Operational Response 

 
‘Midi’ fire engines deployed as Small Incident Units (SIUs), staffed by a crew of three 
firefighters have been deployed in the busier areas during the Bonfire Period for 
several years now.  The deployment has been varied and the additional costs have 
been reduced significantly by paying closer attention to planning.   The planned 
deployment of SIU’s for 2014 was severely affected by industrial action, and the 
vehicles were not deployed until 5th November.  During the usual SIU deployment 
period, there were in fact a reduced number of front line appliances available, staffed 
by contingency crews.  These crews did deal with some SDF activity during the 
period 1- 4 Nov, however activity levels were reduced.  This reduced activity, which 
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was reflected nationally, is likely to be attributed to the ‘Take Extra Care’ campaign 
which was publicised in local and national media during the industrial action.   
 
Availability of SIU’s at times of peak activity allows other appliances to be available 
for incidents that may pose a threat to life or property, and it will be recommended 
that this practice continues in future. SIU provision and deployment continued to be a 
cost effective means of maintaining structural appliance availability whilst delivering 
the service expected.  
 
 
8. North West Fire Control 
 
Extensive planning took place for the 2014 Bonfire Period in North West Fire Control 
(NWFC).  Each FRS control previously had their own methods of dealing with the 
spate of conditions expected, in addition to separate procedures for unlit bonfires, 
firework incidents, filtering or challenging calls, and mobilising procedures.  The aim 
of the planning meetings was to examine best practices already in place and in use 
by the previous service controls, and to adopt them as a common practice where 
possible.  Where commonalities could not be agreed, a separate procedure was 
adopted with NWFC.   
 
A call handling and mobilising procedure was also planned to operate on 5th 
November.  This consisted of a group of staff whose task it was to receive calls only, 
apply call filtering questions, and then ‘stack’ them for mobilising by a ‘pod’ of three 
or four staff who mobilised according to local risk and local knowledge.  This often 
required the ‘pod’ staff to over-ride the propose resources offered by the system and 
to leave calls unattended for a short period if appropriate.  The mobilising decisions 
in each pod were the responsibility of an attending Station Manager (or higher) from 
each FRS. 
 
The call challenge policy applied by the Service’s control was adopted as best 
practice by NWFC, and was used effectively.  The call filtering questions were also 
used by police control staff again; a practice adopted by them last year in order to 
reduce the number of incidents attended unnecessarily.   Other FRS showed interest 
in this as a best practice to take back to their own services, as they too had 
experienced calls being passed to them via police control without any challenge to 
the caller as to the nature of the incident.   
 
The communication of our ‘tolerance policy’ to police patrol staff was also shared 
with the group, and will be adopted by other FRS next year.  Again, this reduces the 
number of unchallenged calls received by a FRS and shares understanding of what 
is or is not dangerous.    Two hundred patrolling police officers in all unitaries were 
issued with an aide-memoire card outlining the tolerance policy that the Service 
applies, allowing them to make a judgement when attending bonfires, potentially 
avoiding conflict and allowing celebrations to continue safely.  
 
Further evaluation of the NWFC activities will take place early in the New Year.  The 
group will look at successes and lessons learned to make recommendations for 
2015. 
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9. Media and Corporate Communications 
 
All communications including press releases and a radio broadcasts over the Bonfire 
Period gave a clear message to attend organised bonfire displays.  The Service’s 
internet site also gave details of such events, with the numbers of these increasing 
every year. 
 
Social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, was used on the run up to and during 
the period, to highlight the dangers of fire-setting, and also to publicise the ‘Take 
Extra Care’ message: 
 

•  91 separate Facebook posts gained 363 likes and 33 comments. When 
added to the ‘shares’, views and video plays, this represents engagement with 
1355 people. 

 

•  246 Tweets resulted in 567 retweets and 106 comments. 
 
Between 17th October and 6th November, there were 10,301 unique visitors to the 
Service website Bonfire page, almost 50% more than last year.  The page was 
viewed 13,427 times during this period, 8% more than last year. 
 
Other sections of the website relating to Bonfire Night were also well visited, 
including ‘Sparkler Safety’ and ‘The Firework Code’.  The Fireman Sam page was 
particularly popular with 5248 unique visitors and 7248 page views. 
 
Communications staff were able to ride appliances on Bonfire Night and provide live 
updates to the website, Facebook page, and Twitter feed.   
 
A reporter from The Chronicle Group was permitted to ride with the Ellesmere Port 
crew, and provided an excellent multi media report shared on Facebook and 
websites which gave a good appreciation of the dangers faced by crews and other 
services, and was able to demonstrate the commitment of the Service and Cheshire 
Police in their efforts to combat incidences of ASB by a relatively small number of 
young people.   If reading this report electronically, the article can be found at:  
 
http://www.chesterchronicle.co.uk/news/chester-cheshire-news/bonfire-night-
ellesmere-port-happened-8062065 
  
 
10. Incident Data and Performance Summary  
 
There was a 15% decrease in SDF recorded in 2014 compared to the same time 
period of 2013, equivalent to a reduction of 15 incidents. 
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The graph which follows (Fig. 1) illustrates the positive 5 year downward trend in 
these incidents: 
 
Fig. 1 
 

 
 

2014 saw the lowest percentage of SDF activity actually occurring on Bonfire Night.  
Just 21% of all SDF during the period occurred on 5th November, compared to a 
24% average over the 5 years and 31% during 2013.   
 
Small deliberate fire activity in the three weeks before and after the period was as 
follows: 
 
   

 
 

Unitary Performance 
 
Two of the four unitary areas recorded year on year decreases in SDF over the 
period, as follows (Fig. 2 and 3): 
 
Fig 2 

 2013 2014 Change 

Cheshire East 2 6 + 4 

Cheshire West & Chester 52 47 - 5 

Halton 37 17 - 20 

Warrington 11 17 + 6 

TOTAL 102 87 - 15 
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Fig. 3 

 
 
Station Performance 
 
There were only 12 stations that recorded small deliberate fire activity during the 
Bonfire Period, with 4 of these only reporting 1 incident each.   
 
The following table summarises activity by the 5 stations with the highest activity 
volumes during the 2014 reporting period: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
These 5 stations accounted for 85% of all SDF activity recorded during the period. 
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 Number  Rank  Year on 
Year 
Change Station 2013 2014  2013 2014  

08 Ellesmere Port 20 27  3 1  35% 

01 Warrington 10 16  4 2  60% 

27 Winsford 26 14  2 3  -46% 

05 Runcorn 6 11  5 4  83% 

04 Widnes 31 6  1 5  -81% 
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Five year secondary deliberate fire hotspot analysis 2010 – 2014: 
 

 
 
Secondary deliberate fire hotspot analysis 2014: 
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Small incident numbers during 2014 make activity profiling difficult, with areas of 
high activity not reflective of longer term trends.   
 
A further report will be produced with Business Intelligence to ensure that local 
considerations are taken into account when planning for the 2015 bonfire period. 

 
 
11. Recommendations 

 
It is recommended that:  
 

1. The delivery of targeted and timely education to schools in all UPGs should 
continue to be led by the Service.  Also the new education package designed 
by Crew Manager Jason Davis should be evaluated and considered for roll 
out across the Service.  
 

2. This education plan should be incorporated in UPG and Station Plans for 
2015 and monitored closely to ensure compliance and level of engagement, 
particularly with Secondary schools, where contact has been difficult to date.  
 

3. Bonfire Strategy Groups should continue to encourage safe organised 
displays to allow people to safely celebrate Bonfire Night.  Where possible or 
appropriate, these should be supported by the Service and partners. 

 
4. Planning meetings for the relevant Strategy Groups should start no later than 

May. 
 

5. Use of SIUs should be targeted over an appropriate number of evenings, and 
the number of vehicles remains at four to cover the known risk areas.  

 
6. The Service and partner resources and efforts should continue to be focused 

in areas where intelligence suggests that high incident volumes may occur.   
 

7. Where possible, partner agencies should be persuaded to continue the free 
removal schemes for the removal of large items, (normally a chargeable 
service), during the preceding month. This should be discussed with partners 
at Bonfire Strategy Group planning meetings. 

 
8. The ‘tolerance’ policy adopted by the Service this year should be continued.  

The desire to celebrate Bonfire Night is present in most areas, and residents 
should be encouraged to do so in a safe manner. 

 
9. Targeted Youth Activity should be repeated using the On the Streets Team 

and Volunteers, based on the data provided by Business Intelligence Unit.  
  

10. The use of our Communications staff to provide live social media updates 
should continue. 
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11. Consideration should again be given to a local newspaper reporter riding 
appliances in the areas of higher activity.  An SIU would be appropriate.     

 
 

  12. Summary and conclusions 

 
The number of SDF attended during the period was significantly lower than in 
previous years. 

 
The reasons for the reductions are varied; however some points to consider 
are as follows: 
 
Engagement: Some areas received increased engagement by our staff and 
other agencies.  Consistent, timely and targeted delivery of bonfire and 
firework education was delivered to plan.  The timeliness of this delivery is 
important to its effectiveness. 

 
Fuel removal: Bonfire Removal Schemes continue to be an effective means of 
reducing the numbers of SDFs.  A visual presence of teams actively removing 
material also discouraged the ‘rebuilding’ of bonfires. 
 
Incident recording: The tolerant, risk based approached to dealing with 
incidents and recording will have impacted on the number of incidents 
recorded as SDFs. 

 
Weather: The weather conditions experienced over the Bonfire Period will 
have always an impact on incident volumes.  Weather this year was relatively 
good.  We know from previous years rainfall will suppress activity, it can 
therefore follow that good weather experienced during the 2014 bonfire period 
will have increased opportunities for ASB activity.  The low levels of SDF 
incidents for 2014 can therefore be considered a success   

 
Industrial Action: Residents were urged to ‘Take Extra Care’ during strike 
action and fire safety messages in general occurred more frequently in the 
media as a result.  This may have reduced the occurrence of fire-setting. 

 
Cross Departmental Work: Departments throughout the Service were 
proactive during the run up to and during the bonfire period. Without the 
efforts of staff and partners, it is likely that the number of SDFs would have 
been much greater.   

 
The positive effect of the combined efforts of all involved on the quality of life 
of the residents of Cheshire is difficult to quantify, but is important to 
recognise. 

 
 
 
 

 
 


